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Abstract—Federated edge learning (FEEL) is a promising
distributed learning technique for next-generation wireless networks. FEEL preserves the user’s privacy, reduces the communication costs, and exploits the unprecedented capabilities of
edge devices to train a shared global model by leveraging a
massive amount of data generated at the network edge. However,
FEEL might significantly shorten energy-constrained participating devices’ lifetime due to the power consumed during the
model training round. This paper proposes a novel approach that
endeavors to minimize computation and communication energy
consumption during FEEL rounds to address this issue. First, we
introduce a modified local training algorithm that intelligently
selects only the samples that enhance the model’s quality based
on a predetermined threshold probability. Then, the problem is
formulated as joint energy minimization and resource allocation
optimization problem to obtain the optimal local computation
time and the optimal transmission time that minimize the total
energy consumption considering the worker’s energy budget,
available bandwidth, channel states, beamforming, and local
CPU speed. After that, we introduce a tractable solution to
the formulated problem that ensures the robustness of FEEL.
Our simulation results show that our solution substantially
outperforms the baseline FEEL algorithm as it reduces the local
consumed energy by up to 79%.
Index Terms—Federated Edge Learning, Convergence time,
Resource allocation, Energy consumption, Edge Intelligence.

I. INTRODUCTION
The rapid advancement in fifth-generation (5G) cellular
networks and the Internet of Things (IoT) have brought a sharp
rise in the volume of data generated by end devices (e.g.,
smartphones, IoT devices, and smart sensors) and cellular
base stations (BSs) at the wireless network edge. According
to recent research reports, the increase is projected to be in
the order of billions of gigabytes per day by 2022 [1]. This
data can bring valuable artificial intelligence (AI) services
to end-users by leveraging deep learning [2] and mobile
edge computing techniques [3], which have been evolving
and converging rapidly in recent years under the umbrella
of mobile edge learning. It is envisioned that mobile edge
learning will be a core technology for sixth-generation (6G)
cellular networks enabling new applications, such as virtual
reality and augmented reality; therefore, actualizing the vision
of network intelligence [4], [5]. However, transferring large
amounts of data to a central unit has become very difficult
because of the networks’ constraints, scalability issues, limited
bandwidth, and most importantly, users’ privacy.
Recently, federated edge learning (FEEL) has shown great
potential on the network edge to process data collaboratively
among end-users while maintaining privacy since data remains

on client devices and only local models are shared [6]. Also,
FEEL significantly reduces the network traffic load, as users
only need to share the models’ parameters, which are fixed in
size and structure across users.
In FEEL, the convergence of the learning algorithm may not
be guaranteed. The algorithm’s convergence rate determines
the number of training rounds required to reach the desired
training accuracy. The model update tasks in each training
round depend on the computation and communications latencies and the energy budget existing at edge workers. Therefore,
it is clear that training the local models involves computation
and communication costs and energy constraints closely interlinked. Hence, a scalable FEEL system that guarantees application performance must consider the learning algorithms,
the communications system, and the edge devices’ energy
consumption aspects. These aspects impose new challenges
that must be considered in designing an efficient FEEL [3].
This paper addresses these issues by proposing a novel
scheme for allocating computation and communication resources to support energy-efficient FEEL systems. We study
FEEL using a realistic wireless network where the workers
are connected to a radio-frequency (RF) base station (BS).
Each worker trains its local model using its local data and
sends the model parameters to the BS, which aggregates all
local parameters to form a global model that is broadcast
to all available workers for further updates. Since the BS
is resource-constrained, only a subset of available workers
is selected every round to perform the updates. Furthermore,
the workers are energy-constrained with finite batteries. Thus,
the resources must be allocated to workers that meet all the
required constraints. The key contributions of this work can
be summarized as follows:
• We utilize a system’s approach that jointly considers the
learning algorithms as well as the available computation and communication resources to design an energyefficient FEEL training algorithm. The proposed algorithm leverages the global model to filter the local data
samples and then intelligently selects only the local
training samples that improve the model’s performance.
• We formulate a joint energy minimization and resource
allocation problem for FEEL. This problem is then solved
as a sub-problem using a local heuristic that filters the
data samples and using the Golden-Section search method
to optimize the communication and computation energy.
• We carry out extensive simulations using realistic feder-
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ated datasets to assess the proposed solutions’ efficacy.
Our experiments demonstrate that the proposed technique can reduce the local energy consumption by up
to 79% compared to the baseline FEEL algorithm while
achieving similar accuracy. To the best of our knowledge,
this work is the first that introduces intelligent sample
exclusion during FEEL rounds.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: we review
recent related works in Section II. Then, we introduce the
system model, learning model, and computation and communication models in Section III. The problem statement is
formulated in Section IV. Experimental results are presented
in Section VI. Finally, Section VII concludes this work and
provides directions for future extensions.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Communication and energy-constrained FEEL has been
investigated by several researchers in the recent literature [7]–
[13]. The authors in [7] and [8] proposed to compress
the model parameters exchanged between edge servers and
devices in order to reduce the communication cost and allow more users to join the training rounds. Another method
proposed by Wang et al. [9] to optimize the number of global
rounds as well as the number of local updates and minimize the
value of the loss function and increase the accuracy taken into
consideration the communication limitation of the wireless
medium. Nishio and Yonetani [11] addressed worker selection
in heterogeneous settings and proposed an approach to select
the workers that provide less computation and communication
time. However, they did not consider the effects of data size
on the convergence rate.
Furthermore, to address the transmission latency, the Broadband Analog Aggregation (BAA) scheme has been proposed
in [10] to reduce the transmission time between edge devices
and the orchestrator server, by utilizing the superposition
property of wireless channels via over-the-air computation
(AirComp) [12]. AirComp advocates that concurrent transmissions can diminish multiple access latency by a factor
equivalent to the number of devices (e.g., 100 times for 100
devices). This is a promising solution for fast edge learning;
however, the required analog modulation makes it challenging
to deploy this multi-access scheme, i.e., BAA, in modern wireless systems (digital infrastructure). To tackle this challenge,
Zhu et al. [14] proposed a digital aggregation method over
multi-access channels, coined as One-Bit Broadband Digital
Aggregation (OBDA), which represents the first attempt to
implement BAA using digital modulation. Specifically, OBDA
integrates the digital modulation scheme (e.g., quadrature
amplitude modulation or QAM) and the state-of-the-art onebit quantizer [14]. Focusing on energy-constraints, Wang et
al. [16] considered the problem of energy-efficient communication and local computation resource allocation over
wireless channels. They formulated an optimization problem
to minimize the completion time, energy consumed during
the local computation, and transmission energy. Furthermore,
the authors in [5] proposed an approach to minimize the
total energy consumption across all workers during predefined
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Fig. 1: The system model when a set of edge devices are
connected to RF BS.

training time. They also formulated and solved the resulting
optimization problem using numerical methods.
Despite such research efforts, there is a lack in designing an
energy-efficient FEEL system, as illustrated in Table I, considering optimizing the learning algorithm and the available
communication computation edge network resources. This
gap motivates us to propose a novel energy-efficient FEEL
algorithm.
III. S YSTEM M ODEL
As depicted in Fig. 1, the system model used in this work
consists of a set of edge devices K connected to a BS with
M-antennas that coordinates the workers to train a general
global model to be used for future inference. Each worker
k ∈ K has its own data Dk that is used to train its local
model and send the update θk back to the server, where
Dk = {xk,d ∈ Rd , yk,d ∈ R}, and |Dk | is the number of local
data samples. xk,d is the d-dimensional input data vector at
the k-th worker, and yk,d is the corresponding label associated
with xk,d . In return, the server collects all the workers’
updates and averages them to form a new global model. In
the beginning, the server selects a subset of workers S and
then sends random initialization parameters θ0 so that the
chosen workers can work accordingly. The selected workers
use the received global model as reference when training local
models to control the global and local models’ divergence.
After that, the server sends the updated model parameters θr ,
which results from averaging the whole updates at the r-th
round. To involve a specific worker in the training rounds,
energy budget, computation, and communication capabilities
are considered to establish a robust FEEL system that avoids
losing selected worker updates due to insufficient energy or
waiting a long time for stragglers.
A. FEEL model
The local loss function captures the error of the model on
the local dataset {xk,d , yk,d } for the k-th worker at the r-th

TABLE I: RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN OUR WORK AND THE RECENT LITERATURE
Ref
[5]
[15]
[16]
Our work

Completion
Time
X
X
X
X

Synchronize
the updates
5
5
5
X

round, and it is defined as follows:
1 X
Fkr (θ) ,
fs (θ).
|Dk |

Devices
Heterogeneity
X
X
X
X

(1)

s∈Dk

where fs captures the error of each local data sample. The
total data
PK across the edge network can be defined as follows:
D , k=1 |Dk |, and the weight of the local data samples at
the k-th worker δk can be defined as follows: δk = |DDk | .
To train its local model, the k-th worker runs its local solver,
such as stochastic gradient descent (SGD), locally to minimize
the loss function defined in Eq. (1) for several local epochs
denoted by ε. Specifically, the local model parameters θk are
updated as follows:
θk (n) = θk (n − 1) − η∇Fkr (θk (n))

(2)

where n = 1, 2, . . . , ε is the number of local updates performed by the k-th worker and η is the step size (i.e., learning
rate) at each round, θk (0) denotes the initial global parameters
received from the server and θk (ε) denotes the last local
parameters update the k-th worker sends back to the server
after ε rounds. For global loss function, after uploading all
local model updates computed using (1) and (2), the weighted
global loss function across workers at the r-th round is
computed as:
K
X
δk Fkr (θ).
(3)
Fr (θ) ,
k=1

Energy
get
5
5
5
X

Bud-

Training Algorithm
5
5
5
X

the server sets a deadline T to synchronize the updates and
avoid long waiting times especially for stragglers (i.e., the
devices with low battery, low CPU speed, and bad channels).
Thus, the k-th worker has to accomplish its computation and
communication phases within T to ensure the update synchronization. Accordingly, the local computation time should
satisfy this condition:
Tkcmp = T − Tkup

(7)

where Tkup denotes the uploading time of the update to the
server.
C. Local Energy consumption model:
From (6) the corresponding local energy consumption for
every k-th worker due to local model training is defined as:
αk cmp 3 cmp
(f
Ekcmp =
) Tk
(8)
2 k
where α2k is the energy capacitance coefficient of k-th device.
Substituting (6) into the right hand-side of (8) yields:
αk
Ekcmp =
(ε(fkcmp )2 |Dk |Φ)
(9)
2
D. Radio Frequency Uploading model
We consider Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) for
uploading local models. We denote the uplink channel gain
between the k-th worker and the M -antenna BS by hk ∈ CM .
Accordingly, for a given upload interval Tkup , the uplink data
rate achieved by the k-th worker can be defined as:


Accordingly, the global model parameters are computed as
follow:
K
X
δk θk .
(4)
θr =
k=1

Fr (θ) and θr are sent to all selected workers to be used as
a reference in the (r + 1)-th round when updating the model
parameters. Thus, the aim is to find θ∗ so as to minimize F (θ)
θ∗ , arg min F (θ).

(5)

B. Local Computation model
As stated before, the k-th worker holds |Dk | data samples.
To train its local model, the k-th worker splits the data Dk into
batches of size b and trains its model for a number of epochs
ε. Thus, the local computation time Tkcmp can be defined as:
Tkcmp

|Dk |Φ
= ε cmp
fk

(6)

where fkcmp denotes the local CPU frequency, and Φ denotes
the number of cycles required to process one sample. Namely,
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where B is the bandwidth, wk ∈ CM denotes the received
beamforming vectors from M -antenna BS, Pkup is the kth worker transmit power, (.)H stands for the Hermitian
operation, σ02 is the spectral density power of the additive
white Gaussian noise (AWGN),
and I is the identity matrix.
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upload latency is defined as:
Tkup =

ξ
Γk

(11)

where ξ denotes the model size. Furthermore, the transmission
energy consumption of the k-th worker is defined as:
Ekup = Tkup Pkup .

(12)

IV. P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
The aim of this work is to minimize the total energy
consumed during FEEL rounds, subject to constraints on the
energy consumed for computation and communication and
model update and upload latencies. Particularly, to keep the
model updates consistent, the selected workers should meet
all required constraints. Consequently, we can formulate the
optimization problem as follows:
P1 :

XR

min

up
up
cmp
P
,T
,T
,
k
k
k
cmp
f
,wk
k

XK

r=1

k

I(k)(Ekcmp + Ekup )
(13a)

s.t.:

Ekcmp + Ekup ≤ Ek , (∀k)
Tkcmp + Tkup = T, (∀k)
Pkmin ≤ Pkup ≤ Pkmax , (∀k)
fkmin ≤ fkcmp ≤ fkmax , (∀k)
Rkup ≥ ξ, (∀k)
2
|wk | = 1, (∀k)

(13b)
(13c)
(13d)
(13e)
(13f)
(13g)

where I(k) is an indicator function that specifies whether the
k-th worker is involved in the r-th round or not. Constraint
(13b) ensures that the energy consumed for computation and
communication does not exceed the energy budget of the
k-th worker. The constraint (13c) is set to guarantee that
the total computation and upload time is restricted to round
deadline T to synchronize the updates. The transmit power
of every selected worker is restricted in (13d) to be between
the minimum transmit power Pkmin and the maximum transmit
power Pkmax . Constraint (13e) ensures that the CPU-frequency
of the k-th worker ranges between the minimum fkmin and
maximum fkmax CPU frequencies. Constraint (13f) ensures
that the upload time of the k-th worker is sufficient to send
the model (i.e., the updated parameters) ξ to the server. Last,
constraint (13g) ensures that the received beamforming vectors
have direct direction to the M-antenna BS.
Evidently, P1 is intractable as it requires the availability of
future information about the participating workers and their
cmp
channels and mobility. Also, variables Pkup , Tup
k , and Tk
are all coupled in constraints (13f), (13b), and (13f).
It is worth noting that the optimal beam vector wk can be
defined as [17]:
wj? = arg max
Rkup
2

(∀k).

(14)

details of the proposed algorithm are presented in Section V.
In the second phase, we tune the transmit time, transmit power,
and local CPU speed based on the ”reduced” local samples.
Finally, in the third phase, we utilize the approach presented in
[17] to find the optimal value of wk which in return maximizes
Rkup to reduce the upload time and the corresponding transmit
power. In our approach, all selected workers receive the global
parameters from the edge server and use their entire local
samples to update the received model parameters only once
(i.e., initialization epoch ε) in order to specialize the global
parameters and reduce the divergence between the global and
local models. Then, workers use the updated model to predict
the local samples and exclude the samples classified with a
probability higher than a preset threshold ϑ. The threshold
specifies below which samples are excluded in future epochs.
Given the number of local samples |Dk |, the number of
excluded samples is denoted as ι. Therefore, the number of
samples included in future epochs is |Dk | − ι. Accordingly,
the computation time needed to complete the update task can
be rewritten as:
(|Dk | − ι)Φ |Dk |Φ
+ cmp
Tkcmp = (ε − 1)
fkcmp
fk
(εφ|Dk |) − ι(ε − 1)
=
(15)
fkcmp
Consequently, the corresponding total energy consumed for
local computation can be defined as:
αk cmp 2
αk
(ε − 1)(fkcmp )2 (|Dk | − ι)Φ) +
(f
Ekcmp =
) |Dk |Φ)
2
2 k
(16)
In Algorithm 1, the server initiates the global model parameters and determines the threshold probability that is used
to select the samples to be included in the local training.
The selected samples with P ≤ ϑ are used to train the
local model for the rest of the epochs. The steps of these
algorithms are summarized in Algorithms 1 and 2. Next
Algorithm 1: FEEL Algorithm
1
2
3

4

|wk | =1

According to Rayleight-Ritz quotient [17], [18], wk? can be obtained by finding the eigenvector corresponding to thelargest
−1
P
H
2
0
eigenvalue of the matrix hk hH
.
k
k0 6=k hk hk0 + σ0 I
V. P ROPOSED A PPROACH
To solve P1 , we propose a novel three-phase heuristic. In
the first phase of the heuristic, a novel local training algorithm
is introduced to allow workers only to include the samples
that provide significant enhancement for the global model and,
as a consequence, reduce the local computation energy. The

5

6

Initialization:θ0 , e > 0, b ;
for r = 1 to R do
worker Selection: Server selects a subset of
available devices based on the existing resource
budget to train the model.;
Local training: Each worker k receives θr−1 and
∇Fr−1 (θ) from the server, and then uses
Algorithm 2 to train its local model;
Communication Phase: Each worker k sends
back θk and ∇Fk (θ), ∀k, to the edge server;
Aggregation and Returns: The edge server
aggregates all updates and then modify the global
model parameters θr and ∇Fr (θ) and then
returns-back the new parameters to all workers;

let ρ = (εφ|Dk |) − ι(ε − 1), then considering (8) and (13d),

1

2
3
4
5
6

Local Predicting: Each worker k uses the updates
model in the first epoch and predict all local samples;
Set Dkr = {};
for d = 1 to |Dk | do
if P (xd ) ≤ ϑ then
Dkr = Dkr ∪ {xd , yd }
for epoch = 2 to ε do
Each worker k trains its local model using only Dkr

Instantaneous Energy Consmuption (W)

Algorithm 2: Local Energy-Efficient Algorithm
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constraint (13c) can be rewritten as
ρ
ρ
0 < T − min ≤ Tkup ≤ T − max ≤ T. (∀k)
fk
fk
P
k0 6=k

. Hence from (10)

?
hk0 hH
+σ02 I wk
k0

and by using exponent of log rule, (13f) can be derived as:
ξ
up

Pkup

=

2 Tk

−1

B

βk

.

(18)

By substituting (18) into the right hand side of (12), we have:
Ekup

=

2
Tkup

T

ξ
up
B
k

βk

−1

.

(19)

Tkup , Tkcmp and fkcmp should be tuned to synchronize the
workers and minimize the total energy consumption of the
FEEL system. From (13d), we can infer that Tkup is bounded
and the Golden-section search method can be used to find its
optimal value [17], [19] as follows:
If E(ai+1 ) ≤ E(bi+1 )
Tkup ∈ [ai , bi+1 ]
Else
Tkup ∈ [ai+1 , bi ].
In view of this,
√ ai+1 = ai +ϕ(bi −ai ), bi+1 = ai +(1−ϕ)(bi −
ρ
ρ
ai ), ϕ = 3−2 5 , a0 = T − f min
, and b0 = T − f max
[19].
k
k
The optimal solution can be found by iterativly shortening the
interval between the upper-bound and lower-bound using the
golden ratio ϕ. The solution can be easily attained and the used
method ensures convergence. Then, Tkcmp can be calculated
using (7). Finally, fkcmp is computed (13e):
fkcmp =
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Fig. 2: Instantaneous Energy Consumption when the number
of global rounds is 200.

(εφ|Dk |) − ι(ε − 1)
Tkcmp

(20)

VI. S IMULATION AND N UMERICAL R ESULTS
In our experiments, we consider a FEEL environment as
in 1 with a total bandwidth of B = 1M Hz, and noise power
σ 2 = 10−6 . The distance between the edge workers and the BS
is uniformly distributed between 5m and 20m. For the wireless
channel model, we use Rician distribution with a Rician factor
of 8 dB and a path loss exponent factor of 3.2. The number
of antennas is m = 8 for the BS and m = 1 for each of the k
workers. The maximum and minimum transmit powers are set

Cumulative Energy Consmuption (W)

?
|hH
k wk |

Further, let βk =

(17)
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Fig. 3: Cumulative Energy Consumption when the number of
global rounds is 200.
to Pmax = 20 dBm and Pmin = −10 dBm, respectively. We
use the MNIST datasets under a realistic federated setting,
imbalanced and non-i.i.d data distribution with 1000 users,
and different convolutional neural networks (CNN) models.
We utilize the mini-batch SGD as a local solver and evaluate
the global model every round. The data is split into 80% for
training and 20% for testing.
Figs. 2 and 3 show the energy consumption during FEEL
rounds when the number of global rounds is 200. It is evident
that the proposed algorithm substantially reduces the total consumed energy. This stems from excluding the samples having
less impact on the model training, affecting computation and
communication energy consumption. For computation, only a
subset of the workers’ samples is injected into training for
(ε − 1) epochs. In contrast, the baseline FEEL algorithm
consumes more energy as all local samples are included in
ε local iterations, which affects the transmission power.
Figs. 4 and 5 show the identification accuracy and loss
of handwritten digits (MNIST) when the number of global
rounds is 200 and ϑ = 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, and 0.8. From these
figures, it is evident that the proposed algorithm provides
approximately similar accuracy and loss, especially when
the threshold probability is higher than 0.70. However, both
accuracy and loss worsen when the threshold probability is
lower than 0.70 as we can see when ϑ = 0.50. This is
because most of the excluded samples are predicted with

1.0

investigating the threshold’s optimal value should be considered for a more efficient local training algorithm.
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low probability, decreasing the number of samples used to
train the local models for the rest of the epochs. Overall,
our proposed approach considers computation and communications aspects that lead to significant energy efficiency
enhancements supporting synchronized FEEL systems’ reallife deployments. The observed enhancements stem from our
proposed methods to intelligently exclude training samples
that do not significantly contribute to the global model.
VII. C ONCLUSION
In this work, a novel energy-efficient FEEL approach was
proposed. Our proposed approach takes advantage of local
computation and communication resources to substantially
reduce the energy consumed by selected workers to train
their local models. In our proposed approach, each worker
tunes the received global model parameters while intelligently
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the transmit power and local CPU speed of workers in a
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results demonstrate outstanding potential for reducing the
total energy consumption of FEEL systems. Eventually, we
show that energy consumption can be reduced by optimizing
the available computation and communication resources and
designing efficient local training algorithms. For future work,
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